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Rapl*st stn*kes close to' universl*ty
ROBERT MCCOOL

Staff Writer
In what is becoming an all too familiar story to campus and community residents, another rape occurred Wednesday,
Oct. 7. This time the rape took place only
a block from campus.
The incident occurred near North 19th
and Alder streets at about 8:30 p.m. According to Todd Badham, Director of
Security Services, the victim was a forty
year old woman who had just exited a
bus and walked several blocks before she
was attacked from behind. She struggled
with her attacker, who ran away after
raping her. The victim was not a student.
Police obtained a detailed description

of the suspect. He is described as a white
Fiske said he did not believe that this
male in his early twenties with a slim attack was related to the recent sexual
build. He had light brown or dark blonde assaults reported in the Parkland area,
hair that was cut short on the sides.
because the description of the suspect
The suspect was
and his methods
clean-shaven and
were different.
wore blue jeans This looks like an isolated
As of Tuesday
and Fila brand incident, and I don 't expect it morning, no sussneakers. He wore
had been apto happen again with any pects
an earring in his
prehended, and no
right ear and had a frequency. similar incidents
chipped front
—Lt. Fiske, Tacoma Police had been reported
tooth.
in the area.
"This looks like
On Friday, Oct.
an isolated incident, and I don't expect
9, Security Services sent a campus-wide
it to happen again with any frequency," e-mail alerting students, staff and faculty
said Lieutenant Stan Fiske of the Tacoma to the incident. They also posted fliers
Police Department.
around campus.
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The administration recently provided local residents with
a guide to community relations with students, and how to
deal with problems or concerns about student behavior.
The brochure, titled "Neighbor-to-Neighbor," acts as a
general guide, for neighbors of students who live off campus. It states that students are adults and should be treated
as private citizens who are responsible for their own actions.
Some students object to portions ofthe brochure, including a passage that reads, "Some adults... hesitate to call
the police or press charges in connection with neighbor hood incidents. This is a disservice to young adults because
it tolerates greater irresponsibility by them."
Community Relations Coordinator Marilyn Bailey, said,
"Our campaign with this Neighbor-to-Neighbor brochure
is to try to educate everyone. We want the neighbors to get
along with the students. If they will talk to the students and
work out the problems, I think we can solve a lot of this
miscommunication, or lack of communication."
Associate Dean for Student Services Thomas Gething
agreed. "Sometimes there are situations where people are
disrupting the peace, and that is not pleasant for anybody.
In those circumstances we urge people to use the existing
structures to respond to that."
The effectiveness of the brochure will be evident only
over a longer period of time. David Bowe, Junior Class
Senator, doubts the positive influence of the handout.
"I think [the administration's] policy is non-policy. But
they went to a large extent to print up this letter saying we
are not responsible, and to call the police on students who
are being bad," he said. "It's a public relations move. Its
good for the university to maintain the fact that they don't
condone the actions of off-campus students."
Bailey has had three complaints about off-campus students since school started this fall. Two of the calls regarded
student behavior, and one was about students not putting
their garbage out for trash collection. She expected many
more calls due to the distribution of the brouchure.
"I don't think this is a significant number," she said.
"However, the people who call have been putting up with
student behavior problems for a long time."
-
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"We've put all of our resources into
providing more coverage and increasing
our visibility on campus," said Badham.
Badham said that all of his student staff
have been working extra hours to provide more security on campus, especially
at night.
Security will continue to maintain extended staffing for at least the next two
or three weeks, he added.
Fiske said that the police have and will
continue to be more vigilant in the area,
but he reminded students to take responsibility for their own safety by using precautions such as security escorts.
"Students should travel in pairs and
definitely be careful about walking late
at night," he said.
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staffing the table were interested in collecting students complaints concerning all areas of university
life.
Planners anticipated that many complaints would
Student Concerns Week, Oct. 12-16, opened with
a table featuring butcher paper and markers for stu- surround cafeteria issues and the President Pierce
dents to list their concerns or complaints. By the rumor mill.
A Monday morning visit to the table validated the
end of the first day, student commentary covered
the poster.
these forecasts. The cafeteria was subject once again
The Student Concerns Committee organized the to an onslaught of criticism. Despite the recent aesweek long endeavor to generate feedback on stu- thetic change of the cafeteria, there is a call further
dent opinions. The ASUPS commitee works to un- renovations of the point system and pricing. One concover student concerns and direct them to the right cern commented, "a dish of frozen yogurt costs more
off. Their goal is to expand last year's "Gripe Day" than a burrito."
Recent construction on campus contributed to disinto a more productive activity by extending the
scope and length of the activity. Representatives
please see Concerns, page 2
SHANNON LUNDBERG

Guest Writer

Wyoming hate crime inspires vigi
The attackers have both been apprehended; however, local police are not considering the victim's
sexuality as a possible motive.
Marchers walked through the Proctor District and
Understanding Sexuality held a vigil and march
to protest the killing of Mathew Shepard, a twenty- back to campus on Wednesday night, hoping to make
one year old Wyoming student beaten to death last it known that hate crimes will not be tolerated in this
community. Sandi Funk, a planner of the event, said,
week. Shepard was openly gay.
Two young men pretending to be gay lured "I want our community to be aware of what has hapShepard into their truck, where they began the as- pened, and I want to show a commitment to havine
sauft. Shepard was beaten, burned, and pistol a safer community here."
"We want to emphasize that hate crimes don't oni,
whipped. The attackers left him tied to a fence outside of town, where he hung for eighteen hours be- affect
fore a bicyclist found him Sheard died Monday. Fool': BECKY BROWNING

News Editor
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Art Departinent wdcomes
new lab, graphic technology
Students now have access to the comprehensive
graphics program Fractal Design Painter 4 in the Art
Department's new computer lab.
There are fourteen computers in the lab. The department will soon be getting another machine to be
used exclusively for scanning purposes.
The graphic art lab is located on the second floor
of Kittridge Hall.
Main programs on the computers include Fractal
Design Painter 4. Lab Assistant Lindsay Hall said,
"This program is incredible; you can scan images in
and manipulate them, change their shape, or overlay
images to create collages."
Painter simulates many mediums of art, from pastels to watercolors. It is also capable of creating animated art works. In addition, Netscape has been installed on each computer, allowing students to download images from the Internet libraries to use in individual projects.
Hall and Sarah Campbell are the lab assistants assigned to help students with Painter, which can be
complicated. These types of art programs are not available in any of the other labs on campus.
Since the beginning of the school year, only about
twenty students have used the lab. Right now the lab
is open to everyone, but eventually it might be limited to studio art students.

Secuthy Services forming
carpools for students
Students, staff, or faculty who are frustrated with
campus parking might consider joining a van or
carpool. Security Services is working with the City
of Tacoma to organize commuter groups in the North
End.
Individuals who are interested in carpooling to campus can contact Todd Badham, Director of Security
Services. Badham will work with Lisa Quinn,
Tacoma's Commute Trip Reduction Coordinator, to
place these commuters with others who are traveling
to the campus or to locations in the North End.
These groups can borrow special vans or cars provided by Pierce Transit, Quinn explained. The group
only has to pay for gas and insurance for these vehicles. Pierce Transit also provides a four hour training program for drivers and backup drivers.
Quinn suggested that van pools would work well
for those commuting twenty miles or more to campus, while a car pooi is more efficient for distances
shorter than this. They both allow people to avoid
major traffic jams, she said, and would lower the demand for parking on campus.
According to Badham, one student is currently trying to organize a vanpool from the Silverdale area.
She needs at least seven commuters to join her, he
said. Badham encouraged students to contact him if
they were interested in joining this group.
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Want a better
job after you
graduate?
A graduate degree from Hawaii Pacific
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Alcohol poisonings have
no effect on student use
rently, administrators are in preparation for presenting the student
body with the CORE Institute's AlDespite the recent increase in cohol Survey. This will be the first
highly publicized cases of alcohol survey with questions concerning
poisoning at colleges across the naalcohol that UPS has presented to the
tion, a new study by the Harvard student body since a 1995 ResidenSchool ofPublic Health has revealed tial Life Survey.
that little has changed on college
The '95 survey did not look at
campuses in regards to alcohol whether or not students used alcoabuse.
hol. Instead, it reported on what stuThe new study found that out of dents did with their free time and
every five students at a four-year col- whether students went to parties with
lege or university, one is likely to be alcohol present. The Residential Life
a frequent binge drinker; two are Survey did not ask straightforward
likely to be binge drinkers; one is questions as to whether or not stulikely to be a "social" drinker; and dents drank at all, or binge drank at
one an abstainer. Asian students, parties.
African-Americans, and upperciassDean of Students Judith Kay made
men all showed increases in binge it clear that there are no new polidrinking since 1993. Caucasian stu- cies being invoked at UPS, and the
dents and males both showed de- upcoming CORE study will be a
creases in binge drinking, but this way for the university to see "what
group still has the highest percent- the extent of the problem is." Kay
age of binge drinkers. A binge also recognized that the decision to
drinker is defined either as a woman drink is a conscious one made by
who consumes more than four drinks many students. However she felt that
in a row or a man who consumes is important that non-drinkers have
more than five drinks in a row.
an "environment where students do
According to the national survey, not feel pressured by their peers."
half of all binge drinkers do so on a
Kay indicated that rather than inregular basis (at least three times in stitute new rules, she would like to
a two-week period). The survey also "see students get outraged that an inclaimed that four out of five frater - dustry is profiting" while students
nity or sorority members are binge are being injured, addicted, and
drinkers. One-third of binge drink- killed. Kay strongly questions the
ers reported driving while intoxi- ethics of people profiting off of the
cated and an increase in alcohol re- drinking problems on college camlated problems.
puses.
After the CORE survey, Kay's
Alcohol poisoning alone kills an
estimated fifty students annually. office will release a press statement
This figure does not including the to address the results of the study,
thousands that die from alcohol-re- along with information about what
other campuses are doing about
lated incidents.
Another area of the study focused drinking problems, and what UPS is
on how non-binge drinkers are af- doing.
fected by bingers. Four out of five
non-binge drinkers reported experiencing at least one second-hand effect of binge drinking such as being
Abstain
191010
the victim of an assault or an unNon-binge
wanted sexual advance, having
drinking
38%
property vandalized, or having sleep
Occasional
or study interrupted. Recently,
binge drinking
221%
highly publicized drinking deaths at
schools across the nation have led
Frequent
binge drinking
2195
administrators to seek out new methods of educating students about the
Harvard School of Public Health
College Alcohol Study, September; 1998
dangers of drinking irresponsibly.
The full study can be accessed at
UPS is currently in the process of
www.hsph.harvard.edu/cas.
evaluating drinking policies. CurTREVOR ANTHONY

Staff Writer

Concerns
cussion, as well. A call was made
for more bike racks in response to
the scarcity of parking.
However, this year, not only
campus facilities were critiqued,
but also student body organizations,
on an individual and organizational
level.
The Trail was asked to pay attention to ethics and to focus on relevant issues. KUPS was reprimanded for playing too much a!-

Continued from front page
ternative; one student suggested
that sporting events be broadcasted
to increase school spirit.
Once the Student Concerns
Committee has organized information gathered throughout the week,
they hope to address some of the
recurring complaints in a public
forum.
The group's mission to direct
complaints to the appropriate audience remains priority.

10.15.96
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Community

Continued from front page

on campus

Pablo Valentine, Off-Campus Senator,
Fisk has recently instructed his offichas been dealing with community rela- ers to have a zero tolerance policy retions for the last year.
garding students in the community. For
"I don't really feel there is a problem a first offense, the officer can use his or
her judgement
between students
and the commuwhether to a citanity. Specific We want the n ighbors to get
tion or arrest is
neighbors and speneccessary. On the
cific students are a along with the stuaents.
second offense, ofproblem," he said.
--Marilyn Bailey ficers must issue
Last Tuesday a
11 citations and/or armeeting was held
rest students.
to discuss community relations; present
Partly in response to this brochure,
were representatives from the Dean of Bowe has proposed a senate committee
Students office, Police Lieutenant that would aim to improve relations with
Stanley Fisk, Bowe, and ASUPS Presi- neighbors and the police department
dent Rafael Gomez.
through improved programming.

OCTOBER 6 - 12

..

Escorts are available by calling Security
at x3311. Remember to report suspicious
activity immediately. Please do your part
in preventing crime.

44

• At 4:16 am., the fire alarm in A/L Hall was
maliciously activated by three male suspects. Security observed the uspects running from the
building immediately after hearing the alarm
sound. The suspects left the area quickly in a white
sedan. The building was evacuated.

• Dining Services reported the theft of three cases
of candy from a locked storage area. There were
no signs of forced entry to the room.
• A staff member from the University Bookstore
reported seeing a male suspect take a computer modem from the store without paying. The staff member observed the suspect place the modem in his
backpack and slip out the door. Security responded,
but was unable to locate the suspect.
• A student reported the theft of a pair of expensive fog lights from the front grill of her vehicle.

OPEN FORUMS
AND
CAMPUS EVENTS

OVER ONE MILLION
Ou
r THE BEST
M1_N_DS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM,
TIAA- CJDRER

Rap artist Zeek Greene and several campus bands
will perform a free concert in the Rendevous on Wednesday, Oct. 21, at 9:00 p.m. ASUPS Diversity Committee
will host the concert as a protest against Initiative 200.
"The Geography of Money" will be presented by
visiting professor Benjamin J. Cohen, on Tuesday, Oct.
27 at 4:00 p.m. in the Murray Boardroom. Cohen is Louis
G. Lancaster Professor of International Political Economy
at the University of California at Santa Barbara. Everyone is invited to attend. For a copy of a reading for the
lecture, call Professor Veseth at x3720 or email at
veseth@ups.edu .

LOOKING FOR A
FEW GOOD MEN
(AND WOMEN)

Northwest Kinetics is a
clinical research facility located
in scenic north Tacoma. We are
seeking healthy, non-smoking
men and women to participate in
a clinical research study of an
investigational medicine.
Qualified volunteers may
receive physical examinations,
lab wotk, and $500-$ 1000 in
financial compensation.

hen it comes to planning a comfortWable future, America's best and

world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you

brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.

achieve even more of your financial goals.

With over $230 billion in assets under

From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to

management, we're the world's largest

mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility

retirement system, the nation's leader in

and choice you need, backed by a proven

customer satisfaction,' and the overwhelm-

history of performance, remarkiibly low

ing choice of people in education, research,

expenses, and peerless commitment to

and related fields.

personal service.

Expertise You Can Count On
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro-

Find Out For Yourself
To learn more about the world's pre-

duced intelligent solutions to America's long-

mier retirement organization, talk to one

term planning needs. We pioneered the

of our retirement planning experts at

portable pension, invented the variable

1 800 842-2776. Or better still, speak to

annuity, and popularized the very concept

one of your colleagues. Find out why,

of stock investing for retirement. In fact,

when it comes to planning for tomorrow,

we manage the largest stock account in the

great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at w'ww.tiaa-cref.org

Please call Julie at
-

(253) 593-5304

or toll-free
1-800-N WSTUDY
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.5

for more information.
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Friday. October 23
Bill Bellamy
$14 general, $7 WI UPS 1D
UPS Fleidhouse

Saturday, October 24
House Decorations Judged
Float Procession
Alien Costume Contest
Student Alumni Picnic
Fieldhouse, 11:45 to 1:15 p.m.

LLIJ
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thlf orId
Homecoming Pep Rally
Warner Gym, 4:G0 to 6:00 p.m.

$4 WI UPS ID
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AT NOON AT THE UPS

$10 GENERAL
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Friday & Saturday,
Oct. 16 and 17
7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 18
8:30 p.m.

VISIT SENATE
THURSDAYS AT 6:30 P.M.
IN THE
MURRAY BOARDROOM

Football Game
Baker Stadium, 1:30 pm.
Songfest
Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.
a

The second half of my term is about to begin
and there are a lot of interesting issues that still
need to be resolved. I spent the first portion of my
term getting my bearings and attempting to
organize the Junior Class Committee (JCC). I am
happy to say that the JCC is a viable body and we
are ready to tackle issues concerning diversity,
parking, and North End relations.
The major issue that the JCC and I will be
tackling is the relationship between off-campus
students and the North End community. Recently,
there has been an increase in conflicts between
students and law enforcement and neighbors have
been less willing to compromise with the majority

of our students who live off-campus. Off-campus
students are finding that there is no where to turn
with a lack of support from the community, the
police, and most importantly, the administration.
The iCC has determined that better relations
with neighbors and police must be achieved, and
the only way it can be is through positive student
activity. Basically, we want to show our community that we aren't that bad to live with. The JCC is
also calling for a fair policy from the administration thatdoesn't automatically assume the guilt of
the off-campus student before all sides of the issue
are investigated.
Lets face it, the University doesn't have enough
room to house us all on campus, so there will
always be a contingency of off-campus students
living in Tacoma's North End. On top of that, the
Greek houses are going dry, which means that there
will be an increase in off-campus parties and a
need for a clear policy and better neighbor relations. This is an issue that both Greeks and
Independents must deal with and an issue that can
only be solved through student unity.

I'm Gretchen DeGroot,
Cultural Events programmer
and vice prez of the Repertory
Dance Group in ASUPS.
Cultural Events is the performing arts series for UPS, so I'm responsible
for scheduling events such as the
Hangzhou Acrobats and jazz legend
Ernestine Anderson. My goal for CE is to
bring innovative, high-quality music, dance
and theater performances to campus. In
RDG, I join with my fellow dancers to
fight the powers that be and make dance a
viable force on this campus. If you have
any questions about CE or RDG or would
like to volunteer for events (we love volunteers!), call me at x3719, email
gdegroot@ups.edu or come visit the
Programs Office in WSC 204.

A&T
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Literary agazine offers cash for creativity
KAMALA Euis

A&E Editor
In an attempt to get students interested in submitting their artwork
and writing, the campus literary
magazine has thrown $400 down on
the table for those with a little creative ambition. They have organized
a contest in which students may submit creative works under the umbrella of a specific theme and win
one of four $100 prizes.
Students may depict the theme in
the genres of art, photography, p0etry or prose. The magazine has decided on a motif that reflects the sellappointed name of this semester's
book, "Prophet." Playing off obvious "profit" ironies, the staff wants
students to create works that convey
a focus upon "identity, truth, oppression, corporate America, conformity,

'

freedom, individuality, and other
facets of the prophet-profit relationship," said editor Jason Jakaitis.
"We want people to get creative,
to test the boundaries of this idea.
Don't limit the possibilities by taking anything in a strictly literal sense.
We merely wish to convey a disappointment in the growing sense of
impurity in works of creativity,"
Jakaitis continued.
All contest submissions will be reviewed and voted on individually
and anonymously by each of the literary magazine's 25+ staff members.
One winner chosen for each of the
four genres will receive a $100 prize.
All entries will be eligible for submission to the magazine's semester
book as well and must be submitted
to WSC 007 by 7:00p.m. on Friday,
Oct. 26. Staff members may not win
any of the contest's prizes.

The magazine recently came out
The editors decided to create the
with its first small publication of the
contest to make the process of submitting work and getting students in- year and has several other minivolved with the publication more books underway. Their first publication, distributed around campus on
appealing.
"There was not enough diversity Oct. 5, was a work in progress filled
with fragments of
and interest in the
the semester book
application proto come. The idea
cess," said editor We wish to convey a
of this mini-book,
Galena Kline, "We
Kline and Jakaitis
wanted a little pub- disappointsnent in the
licity.
growing se nse of impurity said, was to "portray the attitude
The magazine
we're going to be
has also planned in works of 'creativity,
taking [in the Seseveral
other
- Jason Jakattts
mester books].
events to encour, .
Among the
age student interother works planned for the year are
action with the magazine. These activities include a campus concert the a Black Student Union book of pomagazine is planning for the end of etry and a collection of religious
October in which admission can poetry.
"We wanted to make the literary
only be paid by submitting a poem,
magazine as visible to as many stustory or piece of artwork at the door.
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Jams' host brings laughs to UPS

Bellamy makes
NW debut in
campus show
LAURA HAYCOCK

4ssistant A&E Editor
Searching for a few good laughs?
Check out comedian Bill Bellamy,
who will be performing in the Memorial Fieldhouse on Friday, Oct. 23
at 8:00p.m. Perhaps best known for
his leading role in Def Jam's "How
To BeA Player," Bellamy is also the
host of MTV's show "MTV Jams."
His performance at UPS will be his
first appearance in the Northwest.
The history of Bellamy's comedy
career, leading up to his role as host
on "MTV Jams," has been somewhat unusual. Bellamy originally
had no intention of being a comedian—he started off as an economics major at Rutgers University.
"Comedy was the farthest thing
from my mind at the time. I wanted
to excel in school, graduate, get a
good job, get married, have 2.5 kids,
and 1.5 pets," he said. "You know,
be like a regular suburban guy."
Bellamy first started in the comedy scene when he jokingly entered

a male beauty contest during
his junior year of college. As
part of the pageant, it was required that the contestants perform an act for a talent show.
Since he could think of nothing else to do, he came up with
a comedy routine and ended up
winning the pageant.
Since then, Bellamy has become increasingly popular in
the comedy scene. He has won
numerous amateur competitions and has performed at such
big-name cmedy clubs as The
Original Improvisation in New
York City and Funnybones in
Philadelphia. He made his teleBill Bellamy, host ofMTV Jams,
vision debut as a guest on
"Showtime at the Apollo," and will perform at UPS on Oct. 23.
was so successful that he was offered
and Nivia Balsera, co-chairs of
an encore performance.
ASUPS Popular Entertainment. "We
Bellamy is known for keeping his wanted to pick a performer to come
audiences laughing without resort- to the college that was clean.., and
ing to an excessive use of profanity
would fit in well with the 'Black
as a means of making his routine Fire: Ancestry to Legacy' theme,"
more entertaining. "Funny is funny," stated Trimble. Bellamy's act will be
he said. "If you talk about funny preeceded by a performance by the
things you can make people laugh. I Total Experience Gospel Choir.
don't think you have to curse people
Tickets for the event are available
to death to get a laugh. It's shock- at all Ticketmaster locations, as well
ing, but it's not really funny."
as at the UPS Information Center.
Bellamy is being brought to UPS Prices are $7 with student I.D. and
through the efforts of Robert Trimble
$14 for general admission.

Hit Hardware
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In the spirit of

the Iegerkthrj
hatchet," WC
present the top
eleven famous
tools in the
music world,

Please Hammer Don't Hurt; 'Em
Hammer

- M.C.

Molly Hatchet
"Why Pon't We Get Drunk and Screw"
- Jimmy 15uffctt
"Steamroller" - James Taylor
S. "Cock the Hammer" - Cypress Hill
S "If I Had a Hammer" - reter, gaul aria
Mar,
7. "Monkey Wrench" - Foo Fighters
&. Nine Inch Nails
"Maxwell's Silver Hammer" - The beatles
"Sledgehammer" -. I7eter GaL7riel
Tool
1 '
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American Civil War
comes to life at UPS
On Saturday, Oct. 17, the second
annual living history of the Civil War
will be breaking out on Todd Field
from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Exprience camp life, hear period music,
learn to waltz and polka. Also attend
seminars "Women's Roles in the
War" and "The Life of a Soldier" in
WSC 101. Come feel the emotions
of our nation's bloodiest conflict.
Call Jenni at 756-4522 for more
information.

dents as possible," said Kline and
Jakaitis of their decision to act as facilitators for these smaller publications. Extra "mercenary" editors
have been hired for creating submissions for these mini-books, while the
literary magazine staff will be doing layout and providing advice and
support in creating them.
The first of the literary magazine's
two semester books will be hitting
campus in early December and has
the same submission deadline of
Oct. 26 as the contest. Submissions
can be turned in personally, on a
disk, or via e-mail at CCR@ups.edu .
Students are encouraged to take
part in the magazine's new democratic system of rating submissions
by signing up for review times with
section editors. A sign up sheet is
located on the door of the office
(WSC 007) for those interested.

"Glorious Tastes with Italian an Flair"

PWAODOkQ
3819 North 26th Street
Proctor District • Tacoma

752-1111

IIIJDL'(I
Mask of Zorro
6:00 p.m. nightly; Sat /Sun matinee 11:45 a.m. PG13

Armageddon

pI

8:50 p.m. nightly; Sat /Sun matinee 2:45 p.m. PG13

II
_____

Adults $4 - Seniors or 16 & under $3
Discount with UPS Collegiate Plus Card!!!

Game Store
2012 S 320th #A Federal Way WA (253) 946-2553
"Center Plaza" Across from SeaTac Mall

DARTS * CHESS * GAMES
GAMES WORKSHOP * TOURNAMENTS
LEAGUES * ROLEPLAYING GAMES
NETWORK GAMING * IN STORE GAMING

Come Playll
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'Dreams' recycles recent the M
* es, falls short
DWIGHT KERR

Staff Writer
The waves generated by last year's
"Titanic" continue to smother us into the
ground. Ever since King Cameron combined a romance with special effects bordering on action and suspense,
eveiyone's trying to come up with the
new biffion dollar combo. Apparently, the
theme for this combo is now the afterlife. Earlier this year we had "City of
Angels," and we will soon be seeing Brad
Pitt as Death in "Meet Joe Black." "What
Dreams May Come" is the latest tear-fest
set to prove to you exactly how strong
love really is.
The plot is rather complex, and covers many themes of fate. In the film
(warning—this might be considered a
plot spoiler), Robin Williams is a loving
family man with two children and marned to his soulmate, played by Annabella
Sciorra. His life is nearly destroyed when
he tragically loses his kids in a car crash.
A couple of years later, the same fate

befalls Williams, as he is killed in an- provide vivid landscapes representing the
other tragic auto accident. He then ex- Golden City. They're also the highest
periences, after a short period of denial,
paid stars, with the special effects sendall that Heaven has to offer in his aftering the estimated total budget to about
life. Meanwhile, his wife grievously $85 million. But they are special effects,
commits suicide which
and thus hardly as impresPj
[y
condems her to Hell. Williams,
sive as the real-life panII •I Il-i u1"-.:;:_-'•l
the eternally devoted husband,
oramic scenery in
It1!1 UVAd "Braveheart" or "The Enrefuses to leave her there.
In "Dreams," Williams is essentially glish Patient."
impersonating his own character from
Hell, on the other hand, is rather dark
"Good Will Hunting" as the loving hus- for a date movie. It is Hell, however, and
band who can't and won't let go. While director Vincent Ward intended it to be
in Heaven, Williams is aided by Cuba discomforting. The whole place is remiGooding Jr. and Max Von Syndow, both niscent of the scene in "Titanic" when
playing their usual overbearing-but-help- the bodies are floating on the water.
ful selves.
Ward, hailing from New Zealand, diScreenwriter Ron Bass ("Rain Man," rects the film with the blazing style com"My Best Friend's Wedding") spent mon to foreign directors. "Dreams" insome time reworking the script and charcludes plenty of melodrama, a few twists,
acters to help with the spiritual tale, inand a couple inconsistencies, delivered
cluding helping the director in establishin a plethora of flashbacks and slowing Sciorra as a painter, who produces motion shots. Ward also stays with a
Williams' visions of Heaven. These 19th theme similar to that in his earlier films
Century influenced paintings are the real "Map of the Human Heart" and "The
stars of the movie, as their lavish sets
Navigator," which portray the determi-

nation of the human spirit to carry forth
on an incredible journey. "Dreams" addresses philisophical issues as well as
theological ones, another recycled trend
appearing in several recent films ("Dark
City," "The Truman Show"). If you
haven't thought of this deep stuff before
it's interesting, but chances are you have
and you might end up yearning for more.
"Dreams" gets high marks for effort
in creativity, but is overdone and rather
uninspiring. Constrained by time—films
can only be so long—Ward tries a little
too hard to make his points about love,
fate, and reality, and the film suffers as a
result of overkill.
One unusual aspect of the film is that
it glamorizes dying. "Dreams" combines
borderline horror/fantasy with romance
to create a love story for the Goth crowd
that couldn't get enough of the romance
in the superior "Dracula." Unless you're
dying (no pun intended) to see
the special effects on the big
screen, though, wait for a rainy
day to rent this one.

"Dreams'
addresses
philisophical
issues as
well as
theological
ones,
another
recycled
trend
appearing in
several
recent films.
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Play depicts life of 'Beat king"
CARA

EvANs

Staff Writer
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Off-campus food
delivered to you!
10%Offw/UPSID!

Free Lunch and Dinner Delivery

Specialty Pizzas:
opper Combination
The vegetarian
The /-llfreao
The Meat ie

Sandwiches:

HommadG

goups D hgt1
3908 6th Ave, Suite
752- 1188
Closed Mondays

'opper's 6eefStecik
911n Sausage
JtaIian Sub
B
vegetarian
Mec?tbc?11

day and Saturday, Balestri is backed by a jazz trio
consisting of a saxophone, bass, and drums. Because
I went on a Sunday night I was only able to experience the saxophone, but I was in no way disappointed. The saxophone, when played along with
the dialogue, added an emotional complexity to the
scenes of the play. One might assume that the music would distract from the dialogue, but it only
added more drama and emotion to the critical moments. The jazz is also crucial to the play because it
was this music that inspired Kerouac's innovative
riting style.
The highlight of the performance is when "Jack
Kerouac" requests questions from the audience.
Balestri does a remarkable job at staying in character during this time of personal discourse with the
audience. And it is probably the closest anyone in
the audience will ever get to talking with the real

What do most of us think when the name Jack
Kerouac is mentioned? Perhaps we think ofthe Beat
generation, or Kerouac's highly influential novel On
The Road. But how many ofus can say that we truly
understand the Beat generation, or that we in any
way know what Jack Kerouac was really about?
Maybe you, or one of your
friends, have read On The
A¼71cceu
Road and you feel like you
COcC(t have some sort of grasp on
)
the Beats; possibly you believe that Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Borroughs were
seeking an escape from responsibility by means of
drugs, hitch-hiking, and sexual freedom.
No matter what your previous perception of the
Tnrlr Vc'rniinr
Beat generation, if you have
some interest in pursuing
The play deals extensively
your limited knowledge rewith the issue of death and how
garding this "king of the
to lead your life to the best of your
Beats," you should definitely
ability. "Kerouac" constantly recheck out the brilliant oneminds the audience that we are all
man play Kerouac: The Esmerely passing through life, and
sence of Jack. Vincent
we must do our best to leave a
Balestri has spent the last
mark that we will be proud of.
eighteen years studying
One scene depicts Kerouac
Kerouac's life, dedicating
holding his dying father's hand,
endless hours listening to
waiting for it to be colored in
tapes of Kerouac and speakdeath like the rest of his father's
ing numerous times with
body. But the hand of his father,
Kerouac's first wife Edie
a printer, does not change, reKerouac. The results of
maining forever ink stained as it
Balestri's years of hard work Balestri performs in his onehad been in life. This ink was the
are truly remarkable.
stain, or mark, that his father left
man play based on Kerouac
Not only does Balestri
behind in this world. Afterwards
have a striking resemblance to Kerouac, but his inBalestri encourages the audience to live true to their
credible understanding of the man is evidenced by
calling in life, if he or she finds it, and to leave a
the reality of his character throughout the play. The
stain that one will be proud of.
passionate gleam in his eyes when he stares you in
Kerouac: The Essence of Jack has been extended
the face encourages you to live true to your life pas- through Nov. 29, and is performed Thursday through
sion or dream. The plays dives deep into the perSunday every week. There will be special perforsonal aspects of Jack's life, including the death of mances on Oct. 23 and Oct. 24 celebrating its two
his brother and father. Yet even in these emotionyear anniversary in Seattle. These performances will
ally pregnant moments, Balestri is truly believable, include rarely seen material and appearances by speas one can see the flooding of tears in his eyes.
cial guests. The play can be seen at the Velvet Elvis
Another remarkable aspect to the play is the backArts Lounge Theatre in Seattle. For directions, inground ofjazz throughout the performance. On Fri- formation, and reservations call (206)-624-8477.
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Hole exposes hu anity of celebn*ty pers .ona
MICHAEL TIEMANN

Staff Writer
Courtney Love has never been shy. As one
of the most outspoken artists in intelligent
modern rock, Love has kept few personal secrets, and has invited plenty of criticism. She
has been one of the most fickle, exciting and
versatile public figures
of the past few
U
years,
clumsily
switching media and
image with the same
speed that most rock stars change their shirts.
Love has moved from the bitchy Mrs. Kurt
Cobain to the Oscar-worthy drugged-out star
of "The People vs. Larry Flynt," to reformed
glamour queen. Subtlety has never been her
plan of attack. Previously, she had been overshadowed by Cobain, and no one would take
her music seriously; then she made the radical, improbable departure to movie success.
"Larry Flynt" showed just how talented an artist she could be, and gave critics new perspective on her striking musical style. Now her
band Hole puts out Celebrity Skin and confronts Love's high expectations in their typical overblown fashion.

IAus c
RC VICW
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*
rience of real
0
life? In Love's
charmingly
A
blatant style,
this point is hammered home. Celebrity Skin
is a true concept album, with all the songs
based on Love's own observations of the
individual's public role. In "Celebrity Skin,"
she sings (and in this album she really does
sing), "When I wake up in makeup, have you
ever felt so used up as this. It's all so sugar less. Hooker/waitress/modellactress. Oh just
go nameless." In a society of public disguises,
Hole discusses the reality of the morning af ter; no matter what your station moments come
when you just want to be yourself.
Throughout the album, Love confronts the
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The Groove, The
Diablotones, Yoka
Enzenze
Bohemian Café, $3
Tommy Davidson - In
Living Color
Tacoma Temple Theatre
p.m.,$ . $5
* show benefits YWCA
Women's Support Shelter

FRI I 16th
Rancid
DV8
through Oct. 17
7:00 p.m., $13.50

Ln

SATIl7th

U

Q
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excitement of the moment from different per- Be Beautiful," she pleads, "Give me a reason
spectives. In"Boys On the Radio," she offers, to be beautiful, so sick in his body, so sick in
"In your endless summer night, I'll be on the his soul." Is she still trying to forge an idenother side. When you're beautiful and dying, tity of her own against Cobain's shadow? She
when the water is too deep, I will ease your goes on to say, "I live my life in ruins for you
suffering. When the glitter fades in the morn- and for all your secrets kept." Only from
ing, turn away and you will find my empty Courtney Love would we come to expect such
eyes." Love is the voice of reason, even matu- bluntness. Here is Love the celebrity, (we berity and longevity. All of her public wander- lieve) baring her deepest issues to us in a muings and mistakes have given Love a kind of sic industry that frowns on such honesty.
We're left wondering if Love's songwriting
maternal credibility. When she sings that she
will understand you when the fa- _________________________ is more complex and less
cade collapses, you believe her.
In a society of public confessional than we may
think. Yet the sentiment is
The world is an unfriendly place
golden—if a flaming
if you're Courtney Love, a world disguises, Hole
that can dash the hopes of well- discusses the reality iconoclast like Courtney
meaning romantics. Love examines Love feels confident
the human need for comfort dur- of the morning after; enough to make a daring
artistic statement, there is
ing the quiet times when you don't
no matter what your hope for the world of Ceneed to pretend. Still, she can only
lebrity after all. Love's
play the voice of reason so much, station, moments
honest attitude cuts
.
since she faces the same conflict.
through oceans of mediIn "Awful," one of the album's come when you Just
ocnty to reveal the true
highlights, Love offers some re- want to be yourself
superficial nature, the "cefreshing optimism: "If the world is
so wrong, you can break them all with one lebrity skin" of the society we live in. An idea
song." One wonders how personal or confes- of such consequence deserves some real atsional Love's lyrics really are. In "Reasons to tention from we would-be originals.

Any devoted listener of modern radio is already familiar with the title song, a sparkling,
catchy slice of pop-rock pie with a real bite.
The theme of this record comes through the
slick studio
productionhow do you
reconcile the
facade of ce-

Fatboy Slim
Paramount Theatre
9:00 a.m.-4:OOp.m.
$20

-

L A LENDAR

SUN I I 8th
Fantomas
RCKNDY
8:00 p.m., $10
'

MON I 19th
The Rachels
.1 Crocodile Café, $10

TUES 120th
117

PJ Harvey
The Showbox
9:00 p.m., $22.50

WEDSI2Ith
"Tangueros"
Pantages Theatre
7:30p.m.
Elvin Bishop
.1 J Ballard Firehouse
11:00p.m., $17

daily, on the hour
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

TUESI 27th
"Hard Times"
Theatre on the Square
through Nov 15
various times

"Hunchback" (the
new rock musical)
World Premier
King Cat Theater
$18.50-$42.50

FRI 123rd

$22.50-$25

student discounts

WEDS 128th
Stanley Turrentine
Dimitriou's Jazz Alley
8:00 P.M. & 10:00 P.M.

Murder Cit' Devils

SAT! 24th
p.', TCHKUNG!
'" The Fenix, $8

THURSI29th

.TJ
SUNI25th
Zoot Suit Sunday
Century Ballroom
every Sunday

Mary Chapin
Carpenter
Paramount Theatre
7:30 p.m.
$29.50-$37.50

An Evening with
David Guterson,
author of Snow
Falling on Cedars

Stars of the
Shanghai Acrobats
Pantages Theatre
7:30 p.m.
$131$171$211$24

Everest .
. Slenc: Center
Theatre
through Nov 25

New Orleans Quartet
New Orleans (Seattle)
6:30 p.m.

Pierce College, L244
Puyallup, $5
All bold-face events take place in
Tacoma. Unless otherwise noted, all
other events take place in Seattle.
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STONE COLD
STEVE AUSTIN

UPS Famns
JEFF
WILHELMS

Height: 6'3"
Weight. 256 lbs.
Birthday. 12/18/64
Hometown. Victoria,
Texas
Finishing Move:
Stone Cold Stunner

Height. 6'2 1/8"
Weight: 190 lbs.
Birthday: 9/9/7 9
Hometown:
Colorado Springs,
Colorado
FinishinQ Afoie.
Wilhelm's Boot to
the Crotch

"HOLLY WOOD"

ERIC UGLAND

HULK HOGAN

Height: 6'3"
Weight: 253 lbs.
Birthday: 10/22/79
Hometown.•
London, England
Finishing Move:
Ugee's Pavement to
the Forehead

Height: 69 6"
Weight. 290 lbs.
Birthday: 8/11/53
Hometown. Augusta,
Georgia
Finishing Move.
Atomic Leg Drop
DIAMOND
DALLAS PAGE

Height. 6'5"
Weight: 280 lbs.
Birthday. 4/5
Hometown: Tampa,
Florida
Finishing Move:
Diamond Cutter

SABELHAUS

Height: 5'8"
Weight: 140 lbs.
Birthday: 11/21/79
Hometown:
Sacramento,
California
Finishing Move:
Tippy Twister

10.15.9 (S
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A deeper look at the WWF and the WCW

The ;WWF Update
by Jared Earles
Staff Writer

P

Television Times
SUNDAY
* On USA at 7:00p.m.,
WWF'S "Sunday Night Heat"

MONDAY
* On TNT at 8.00p.m.,
WCW'S "Monday Night Nitro"

* On USA at 9.00 p.m.,
WWF's "Monday Night Raw"

THURSDAY
* On TNT at 9:00 p.m.,
WCW's "Thursday Thunder"

rofessional wrestling has experienced a tidal wave
of popularity over the past several years. It is no
longer rare to see people sporting an "Austin 3:16"
or "NWO" T-shirt. Even on the UPS campus, pro wrestling
has an impact. In order to apprise you of the situation, here is
a brief explanation of what is going on in the \VWF.
W\VF is an acronym for World Wrestling Federation. It
grew in success in the '80s when Hulk Hogan and Andre the
Giant wrestled for the title belt. The WWF now has a new
hero: "Stone Cold" Steve Austin. Austin held the WWF championship until recently, when he was stripped of it by WWF
President, Vince McMahon. This nurtured the growing tension between the two. To decide the new champion of WWF
McMahon decided to put Kane and The Undertaker against
one another. Austin will be charged with refereeing the round.
Many speculate that McMahon made the move in order to
punish Austin and force him to give away what he considers
"his" belt.
In response, Austin took drastic action. While McMahon
was in the hospital, Austin disguised himself as a doctor, giving him access to McMahon's room. After entering the room
he took off his face shield, revealing his identity to McMahon,
then unleashed an attack that can only be described as wild.
McMahon had to be taken into intensive care.
There is a story behind the significance of the fight be-

ID 'It'

r

tween Kane and The Undertaker. First, they are brothers.
For years, The Undertaker thought his brother was dead,
killed in the same fire that killed his parents. Little did The
Undertaker know that Kane survived and had been under
the tutelage of Paul Bearer. Bearer had convinced Kane that
The Undertaker was responsible for the fire that killed their
parents. After Kane entered the WWF, he tried to coerce The
Undertaker into the ring, but The Undertaker would not
wrestle his own flesh and blood. Finally, a year ago, the two
wrestled one another for the first time. Since then, they have
not been in the ring together. Now one year later, they will
wrestle for the WWF title.
In other news, Vader has asked for his release from the
WWF. Some say that he was no longer able to compete due
to the increasing quickness of the other athletes. Others believe that Vader had health concerns that lead him to ask to
be released from his contract. Also, the WWF stripped Hunter
Hearst Helmsley (Triple H) of his International Title.
McMahon produced a memo explaining that Helmsley failed
to defend his title in the allotted time. On Raw is War, there
will be an eight-man tournament to see who can claim the
title. In related news, formal International Champion and
current #1 contender, Rock, is rumored to have signed a new
lucrative muli-million dollar contract. I think we may already know who will with this "tournament."
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Loggers shoot and miss, fall 30=7
SARA PAYNE

Guest Writer

Soccer struggles in Oregon
The men's soccer team had a tough weekend, losing to
George Fox on Saturday and Pacific on Sunday. The Loggers also tied Pacific Lutheran University last Wednesday in a tough double overtime game.
The Loggers suffered a tough 2-1 loss to the George
Fox Bruins on Saturday. The Loggers scored on the Bruins late in the second half of the game. Peter Bury scored
a header on a pass from Adam Vance 63 minutes into the
game. Despite several opportunities to score on George
Fox late in the game the Loggers couldn't break through
the Bruin defense.
On Sunday the Loggers suffered a 1-0 shutout loss to
Pacific University. After the Boxers made a quick goal in
the first half the Loggers were unable to even the score.
The Logger defense stood up to PLU last week on
Wednesday, October 7. The teams played into double
overtime but managed to keep each other from scoring.
Cort Beldin and Kevin Weidkamp provided defense for
the Loggers, along with goalkeeper Mike Rottersman.
Puget Sound outshot PLU 22 to 11.

On the professional level...
•The New York Yankees are making their record 35th
trip to the World Series after beating the Cleveland Indians 4-2 in the American League Championship Series.
The Yankees will face the San Diego Padres, who defeated the Atlanta Braves, also by a score of 4-2.
• The NBA has canceled the first two weeks of the 19981999 basketball season due to unsuccessful contract renegotiations. At least 99 games will be missed and not
made up. This marks the first work stoppage in 51 years
for the NBA.
• Mike 1'son has won his first battle to return to boxing. A psychiatric report prepared for the Nevada Athletic Commission declared 'I'son mentally fit to fight.
1S'son must now have his license reinstated by the same
commission to step back into the ring professionally.
• The NFL has seen its share of exciting match-ups,
except for the Redskins' unexciting loss to the Eagles. At
the time, both teams were an unimpressive 0-5.

The Loggers suffered a disappointing
30-7 defeat to the Pomona-Pitzer
Sagehens last Saturday.
The Loggers got off to an tough start,
digging themselves into a hole in the first
quarter. Pomona's quarterback, 'l)'ren
Sillanpaa, put the Logger defense to the
test with a barrage passes, throwing for
three touchdowns in the first half.
In the fourth quarter, however, UPS
managed to pull off a small victory of
their own. Down by thirty early in the
fourth quarter, linebacker Devielle
Johnson turned the tables on Pomona.
Johnson knocked
tandings
the ball loose when
rall 1-4
he stuffed Sillanpaa LNCIC 0-1
in Sagehen country.
The Logger offense took over, capping
off a successful drive when running back
Pat Ames bolted into the endzone. The
Loggers determination to fight until the

-

Adrian Evans runs the ball in the Logger's fifth straight home loss.
very end allowed them to avoid another Puz established himself as an NAIAA1Ishutout. Alpha Owens admitted American candidate with fifteen tack"Pomona is a good team, but they les—a new UPS record—four sacks and
shouldn't have beat us by 23 points." three tackles for losses.
A bright spot for the Logger's on the
Elliot plans to work on the Loggers
afternoon was a record-breaking perfor- "offensive consistency" and "the
mance by Tony Puz. Coach Gordon Elliot defense's ability to stop the big plays"
called him, "one of the best tackles in for this week's game against Lewis and
the nation, and he proved it in this game." Clark at Baker Stadium.

Rwmers continue to set torrid pace
Cmtisn OWEN
Staff Writer
The cross country teams gave excellent performances in the Pacific Lutheran
Cross Country Invitational last Saturday,
with the men's team finishing first and
the women taking second.
Dave Davis led the Loggers with a new
meet record time of 24:38.00, also a personal best. Senior Chris Gossett placed
sixth by running a 25:36.1. Following
Gossett, Sam Berg and Micah Grigonis
managed ninth and tenth place finishes.

ven the odd sa
Theirs and Yours.
Join AmeriCorps*VISTA. You'll help
others succeed by using your skills
and knowledge to meet specific
needs in low-income communities.
When you join AmeriCorps*VISTA
you'll get:
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The meet featured competition from
the NWC schools; the Loggers finished
with a convincing lead over them.
"We had an excellent race as a team.
Everyone had a personal best and it was
good to beat PLU at their invitational,"
sophomore Paul McClaskey stated. "It
is the first time that we have beaten PLU
since conference in 1996 and that shows
a lot of improvement for our team. We
have been healthy and are focused on
staying strong."
As for the women, senior Dana
Murray led the Loggers with a second
place finish, clocking in at 18:36.6 on the
5K course. Kyra Patterson took third with

Alaskan Employment
Floating processors/canneries
Workers earn up to $700-i-/week
All skill levels! Ask us how!
517-336-4164 ext. A60891

Forestry, wildlife preserves,
concessionaires,firefighters & more!
Competitive wages & benefits—Ask us how!
517-336-4290 ext. N60891

JET
Wr

'Positions: Assistant Language Teacher (ALT)
Coorc6nator for International Relations (CIR)
OuaIifications: American citizen, best suited
for those under 35 years of age (in principle),
obtain a BA/BS degree by 613099.
*position begins: Late July 1999. One year
commitment.
*SJaryThenef its: 3,600,000 yen (approximately),
airfare, housing assistance.
Application deadline: December 8. 1998

Sound Interesting? Come find out more in formation!
OR

AmeriCorps
Information Session
October 23, 1998 - Library
Rm. 134 (Misner Room)

FOR APPLICATIONS CALL:
1-800-INFO-JET (463-6538)

AmeriCorps* VISTA
www.americorps.org

RECRUITING NOW FOR

THE JAPAN EXCHANGE

* An experience you'll never forget.

Getting Things Done.

FOR A YEAR!

AND TEACHING PROGRAM

* An education award of almost
$5,000 or $1,200 in cash assistance at the end of your service

0

EXPERIENCE JAPAN

National Park Employment

* A living allowance and healthcare

University of Puget
Sound Career Fair
October 21, 1998 Wheelock Student Union
11 am - 2 pm

18:41.9, while Sara Campbell finished
in eleventh place for the women's team.
The Loggers were running without top
runners Dana Boyle, Sheri Goodwin and
Jessica Phillips because of injuries.
"We chose not to run our top runners
because we have a big meet at the University of Oregon against some top Division I schools. We plan on having
healthy teams for this Saturday" said
Coach Mike Orechia.
This weekend the Loggers travel to
Eugene, Oregon to race in the University of Oregon Invitational. The women's
team is looking to have all of their top
runners back and ready to race.

J'ar. 31, asenue BosqutI. S4 Pans ed \ 0 I nne
I I1) 40 b
"Jew york 601 act 42nd 'oreet, New YorL, NY 1001 7 • 1212t 98 1414

tsws..aup.edu • adnnsai0n6aup edu • n fficeaup win

Consulate-General of Japan
601 Union St., Suite 500,
Seattle, WA 98101
TEL: (206) 224-4374 ext.25
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Dancing with j*ocks
JASON JAICAH'Is

Staff Writer
So there you are, catching a quick
quarter of professional football on Sunday before the trek to the library. A close
game, your team is moving the ball with
the intention on taking the lead before
the half. The tension is building. Maybe
it's a division game or an old rivalry. You
lean forward in the couch.
Then, a sidearmed pass threads its way
between the outstetched anns of a nimble
defender; a sprinting receiver scampers
into the endzone.
On your feet, you shout to no one in
particular and raise your hands in exaltation. That warm sense of pride settles
in your stomach as you watch the hero...
break down into a ridiculous, gyrating
set of orchestrated dance steps?
That's right. The helmet comes off, the
chest thumping ensues and not only that
player, but four other teammates, delve
into their dance steps like the Backstreet
Boys on crack.
What the hell is this crap? M.C. Hammer renditions at the climactic moment
of their sports career? Is image this important to them? The touchdown isn't
enough, they have to make their own
extra point: "Not only can I score, but I
can dance and look sexy, too."
What happened to the spike, that orgasmic release of pride and exhaust? Or

flinging the ball into the stands, a sign of
appreciation for the roaring fans.
Give me Joe Montana and his raised
arms that always seemed to say "Nice
catch" instead of "Nice pass." Give me
the Packers and their prolific leaps into
the screaming crowd. Give me Rod
Tidwell and his desire to share his happiness with everyone he loves and all
those who made that moment possible.
These sad, posturing clowns can find
nothing else to do but arrogant prancing
when the national spotlight is upon them.
It makes it hard to root for them and saps
fans' pride in their team's achievements.
Can you really believe that a losing
team is taking a game seriously if the
players twitch and gyrate with happiness
after a good play? Do they even know
they're losing?
And it's getting worse. There's sack
dances, interception dances, tackle
dances, offensive holding dances...
The most enjoyable moment of football I've seen in a while was after a defender leveled a wide receiver (who'd
made a fantastic one-handed catch) and
then posed like Schwarzenegger over the
still body. The receiver's teammates,
though, surrounded the defender and all
pointed at the scoreboard: they were wi"ning 37-0 and their player had made the
catch of the game. The defender could
do nothing but stand there, deflated, humiliated, and losing.

LOGGER
PROFILE

LUGGE
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Anna Dudek

For a complete schedule of all
athletic events, pick up a pocket
schedule in the athletic office.

Favorite quote:
"It's a funny thing
about life; ifyou
refuse to accept
anything but the
best, you very
often get it."
—unknown

Volleyball
October 17
George Fox
@ UPS Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m.

Sport: Volleyball
Year: Senior
High School: Foster High School—Tukwila, WA
Tradition: Before games, Anna likes to sit by
herself listening to music and mentally visualizing her game.
Inspirational sports figure: Karen Cmnermember of the '92 U.S. Olympic volleyball team
Favorite band: Sach—dance/techno band
Favorite pro sport & team: NBA basketball, Chicago Bulls
At UPS: 1997 NAJA All-American

*

*

Academy of Steve Curran
Karate and Proctor Tan

Men's Soccer
October 17
Willamette Univ.
@ UPS East Field
2:30 p.m.
Women's Soccer
October 17
Willamette Univ.
@ UPS East Field
12:00 p.m.

Discount for UPS
*
students

*
*
* We can beat your aerobics class
Call for Info

*

Ia

I

I

II

*
*
*

Aerobic Kickboxing • Sport • Defense *
Weapons • Full Contact • Weights *
3814 N. 27thTacoma WA 98407

(253) 759-4262
*******************

Student ATM Checking
Student MasterCard
Online Banking

arg0

It's amazing what
this little thing can do.
Protect yourself from getting pregnant with
the birth control pill at Planned Parenthood
If you're a new patient, you'll receive one
months' supply of pills free during October.
Call for an appointment today.

J Planned Parenthoodw
GOne T-shirt per customer while supplies last. Must open a Wells Fargo account to receive free T-shirt.
"Fur complete sweepstakes rules visit the nearest Wells Fargo location. No purchase necessary to
enter sweepstakes. Ends 10/31/98.
Member FOlC

*
*

WELLS
FARGO

of Western Washington

1-800-230-PLAN
http://www.ppww.org
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Raise minimu wage for poor
This is the second in a three-part series on

the upcoming Washington state elections.
BEN

Hv

Political Columnist
This week, I'll share why I'll vote yes
on Initiative 688, an initiative to raise the
state's minimum wage.
At the moment, working full time at a
minimum-wage salary barely adds up to
$10,000 annually, which is well below
the federal family poverty level. If you
believe that few people work at minimum
wage jobs, you should know that according to the Pierce County Emergency
Food Network, McDonald's is the second largest employer in our county.
Further, according to the 1998 Online
Voters Guide of Washington State (http:/
/www.wa.gov/sec/vote98/), seven of every ten minimum wage earners are
adults, not teenagers who are first-time
workers. Women make up 73% of minimum wage earners, and one third of
minimum wage earners are the primary
wage earners of their families. Clearly, a

significant number of families depend ness owner effectively undercuts the
upon minimum wage jobs to keep their business-led opposition to Initiative 688.
children fed.
The main opponents of Initiative 688
Having a minimum wage that is be- are business organizations such as the
low the poverty level does not provide National Federation of Independent
any incentive for people to get jobs and Business and the Washington Associaend dependence on welfare programs. A tion of Neighborhood Stores. Their prihigher minimum wage would draw mary argument is that raising the minipeople into the Washington state mum wage will raise costs for families
workforce, and
across the state. I
Working full ti ne in
thus increase prosuspect that the
ductivity and conopponents are less
Washington at a minimumsumerism, buildconcerned about
ing a stronger wage salary bc rely adds up
the well-being of
economy.families and more
The main propo- to $10,000 ann ually, which
concerned about
nents of Initiative is well below ti zefederal
the higher costs
688 include the
they'll shoulder
League of Women family poverty level,
for labor.
Voters and the
Raising the
Washington State Labor Council, but minimum wage would help support poor
also the Chair of the Washington Small families in our state and possibly lead to
Business Owners Alliance. For me, this a stronger economy, I encourage you to
endorsement by a prominent small busivote yes on 1-688.

-
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"SaJèty should be more
of the issue, not
punishment,' it happens
on every college
campus."
—John Greves-

"What alcohol policy 2 "

Letters • jfl
to the -Editor

: Greeks, Res.
Programs fail

'
; Security's need
. .
for volunteers

L

adies and Gentlemen of ing that said rape had occurred, and anUPS: Many of you people other- flier in the same location in each
disappoint me. and every house that volunteer escorts
I work for Security Services (al- were needed to help with a demand for
though I do not write this letter as a escort services.
Nobody participated.
representative of said office, this conThis shows me that you folks are more
nection with the administrative aspect
of UPS gives me a good deal of infor- interested in indulging in your own permation), and I know for a fact that each sonal pleasures than in making your cornand every one of you have been noti- munity a safe one. It makes me doubt
fled via email and campus postings of the integrity of your mission statements,
the recent rape near campus. and makes me question why the Greeks
The Greek system in particular are permitted to exist as Greeks on this
stands out as a disappointment. Over campus. The only people doing anything
the last two years, I have been bom- constructive this weekend were the Bebarded with statements from the In- tas, who spent the whole weekend in kinter-Fraternity Council (IFC) and the dergarten recession treatment on a seePanhellenic Council stating that the saw in front of the SUB.
Greek women are far from immune
true purpose of the Greek system is to
promote a sense of community and to from this rebuke too. In this situation, a
benefit the community of which a per- sexist standpoint should be avoided at all
costs. Women escorting other people is
son is a member.
Recently, the Greek student body just as valuable as men escorting other
has been given an opportunity to ben- people. The point of providing an escort
efit the community to which it belongs is that safety exists in numbers.
Residential Programs has shown a
(UPS), presented jointly by Residential Programs and Security Services, decidedly poor performance in this matThe opportunity was this: volunteer ter as well. I would like this question
escort staff were needed to accommo- answered; why was the Greek system the
date an increase in escort demand due only group of students given the option
to the recent rape. It was estimated by of donating time to campus? Are the upSecurity staff that the demand for es- per class students in University Hall
coils would leave Security with little worthless? What about all the freshmen
time to deal with any other situations in the other eight residential halls? What
which might arise. There was a mini- about all the upper-classmen living off
mum of one flier posted on the main campus? My hypothesis is this: The
entrance of each Greek residence stat- Greek system has bad public relations

with the outside community surrounding UPS. This was a chance to show
that Greeks are capable of doing something to benefit the community, instead
of being nothing but a constant annoyance to the neighbors near them.
Let's leave the PR issues to the Communications Department, and focus on
making residential life safe for all students on campus by unifying the whole
campus. Not for a week and a day, either, like the Harrington graffiti, or the
"European Student Union" (a.k.a.
"Skinheads on Campus") from years
past. Let's get constructive, let's get
real, let's do it now.
I would like to congratulate one office on campus for its performance this
weekend. Security Services did a commendable job in covering campus with
an enormous amount of people volunteering to work more hours than required, some people staying from late
in the evening until four in the morning to aid the regularly scheduled
crews. All of you who chipped in hours
to help make this campus safe are to
be commended.
In closing, I feel that the Greek students need to get their heads out of the
kegs and "walk the talk." I also feel
that Residential Programs needs to become more motivated toward providing student services on campus, as opposed to failed discipline, cover-up,
and public relations. Since this news
is also now out in the open, I am nearly
certain that anyone wanting to contribute time to their community can contact Security Services or Residential
Programs for more information. Also,
Security currently has positions posted
at Student Employment for patrol staff.
Sincerely,
K.C. Connor

Editor's note: I would like to remind all Trail readers that letters do not need to be as lengthy as those nornuilly
featured. A paragraph on your favorite issue can be done in a second while you email. We're at trail@ups.edu and
would love to hear from you!
-

-

-

—Carissa Croff-

"Well the recycling
bins are alwavsfiull of
beer bottles
—Tim Caiter--

"It only affects you if
you live in the dorms
with a strictRA
—Anna Rhodes-

"It ajoke."
—Laura Oberbillig-

"The policy is totally
ineffective because
students will di ink
F

LLF Le)) tiJ tfit

pos3lble consequences
—Perry SaputoPhotos by M. Collins
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Wfitemups won't stop dfinking Congress. passes law
aiding parent ccn.trol

them all before, and lists to you the possible punishments you could receive. These punishments
Staff Writer
range from a slap on the wrist, to an instructional
Yes, my freshmen friends, it's about time for you class, to an essay on the dangers of alcohol poisonand Ito have that little talk. It's a well-known fact ing, to expulsion itself.
Yes, our school is a crafty one, and once a stuthat college life is a turbulent, swirling whirlwind
of stress, relationships and homework all revolving dent is caught in the administrative grasp, there's
around one stable center—alcohol. Unfortunately, no escaping... ever. What do I mean? Why, the infamous "Know Your Limits" class is one example.
there are some who have not yet reached the ripe
old age of 21, and therefore, if caught, are at the As an idea, it holds water; I know for many of you,
college is the first time you started drinking heavily,
mercy of the school.
and maybe you haven't quite found those impor Indeed, I'm sure that by now, all of you freshmen—if you haven't been written up yourselves- tant limits yet. The only problem is that there is no
at least know of someone who has. I myself have way for the school to know anything about our personal lives and drinking habits, so how can they adheard numerous horror stories wherein certain evil
RAs waited for hours outside the door of a suspected vise a suitable course of action?
So you pay your fifteen dollars and go to the class,
student until they detected the telltale clink of a
bottle to be used as evidence. Maybe a trying week and what do you learn? Well, first off, half the people
who go to the class make it a point to get drunk
of tests just came to a close and you felt like treating yourself to a quiet beer by the windowsill, when first, as if to show up the system. Then, the instruclo and behold, a security officer looming below tor begins bonding with the group, telling how he,
catches you in the act. Or, it's also possible that you too, used to drink and do drugs, and how they destroyed his life, and now he's here to help us. You
had, say, a keg or two in your dorm room, and the
entire dorm was invited. Whatever the offense, you divulge to the class how many times per week you
drink and you are labeled "high risk." You say that
find yourself slapped in the face with a write up.
I realize that drinking in the dorms isn't the best you know an alcoholic and again you become "high
of ideas, and having a keg is a bit risky, so in all risk." Then, freshmen, the hour is up, and you leave
likelihood, the write up was well-deserved. And with a sick feeling of self-loathing in your stomach
believing that if you're an aldon't necessarily blame the
coholic, why bother fighting it.
RAs, because they were freshI knov it's necessary for
men once too, and are just doResidential Programs to be
ing the job they're getting free
concerned about the health and
room and board for. But back
well-being of all the students
• The University of Puget Sound prohibits
to the write up slip—student
the
unlawful
possession,
use,
or
at this school, but punishing us
receives slip, student frets and
distribution of alcohol and drugs by
for small of'enses by giving us
promises to be good next
students, faculty and staff on University
no sense of hope may not be
time, and the story's over...
premises.
the best course of action. The
or is it?
• Alcohol may not be furnished to anyone
school could try letting alcoThe next day student
under age 21, and underaged persons may
hol policy offenders attend
checks mail and finds a nice
not possess or consume alcohol on
"Know your Limits" if they
little letter from Residential
University premises.
want to. After all, only alco•
Opened
containers
of
alcohol
may
not
be
Programs saying he has bropossessed, and alcohol may not be
holics can help themselves. If
ken article four of the school's
consumed, in any public place on
they should choose not to atintegrity code and if he
University premises.
tend, they'll just get put on
doesn't call immediately he
• Sanctions that may be imposed by the
dorm
vomit duty for the next
will find himself tried and
University on a student include but are not
couple of weekends. But for
punished. So, student goes to
limited to eviction from campus housing,
now, all this creative learning
Res. Programs and argues his
conduct suspension, required participation
that we do here will just make
in
chemical
dependency
rehabilitation
case. The interviewer listens
programs,
and
permanent
expulsion.
it easier to find ways of not
to your excuses and nods congetting caught.
—From 'The
templatively, for he has heard
RACHEL RATNER

DLNNA WOODS

Opinions Editor
115,

One of the disadvantages of going to
a school as expensive as UPS is that
sometimes parents will use their financial contribution to continue controlling
their child even after they have turned
18 and are a legal adult. This should
never happen, but will, even more now
if the university does as Congress allows
and tells parents when their student has
committed a violation of the university
alcohol or drug policy.
Last week, Congress passed legislation that would allow universities to tell
parents when their student has committed an alcohol or drug violation. Schools
would previously not do so, because they
considered alcohol violations a matter of
student privacy; but if President Clinton
signs the bill, which he is expected to
do, students will no longer be protected
by any privacy act.
The problem does not lie solely in the
fact that this is a violation of our privacy.
It is the threat of extended parental control. Instead of grounding you when you
get caught drinking, your parents can
now refuse to give you any money for
school (tuition, rent, food, books). In the
face of this threat many students will either have to let their parents make their
decisions for them, or revert to high
school behavior and do everything they
can to avoid getting caught.
Frankly, this is bullshit.
Many of the students here at UPS already have to maintain a certain parent-

approved G.P.A.
before they can
participate in a
sport or get a job.
They are not given
the chance to learn how to balance their
life on their own, and learn from their
own experiences and mistakes (perhaps
one of the most valuable teachers of all,
those mistakes).
If there is one thing I will forever appreciate, it's the fact that my parents treat
me like an adult, as should all parents. I
get a little parently adviceonce in a while,
but it's really just a sign of their love.
Independence is perhaps one of the
most precious adult rights and it is being
further compromised by Congress giving our parents a right they have no right
to. The legislation suggests that universities may, but are not necessarily required to inform parents of student alcohol violations. The university should ignore this legislation and continue to treat
our lives as our own and not our parents'.
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$4(600 CAFE
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A unique blend of tropical & fragrant vietnamese spices create
fresh and healthy appetizers, entrees & desserts

Please.

OPEN
Ii\ Mon-Thurs
ii arn-9pm
Fri-Sat
1 lam-i Opm

Sun 12pm-7pm

5003 Tacoma Mall Blvd.
(Next to Chuck E. Cheese)

475-4889
Cap. 10-29-98

20% off ALL hair services
and retail products with
UPS ID
Superhair welcomes students and
staff to visit our salons:

223 North K Street Suite B, Tacoma, WA 98403 • Office Hours: Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm

Westgate Center
Tacoma Central
2315 N. Pearl
3202 South 23rd St
(by Albertson's)
(near Top Foods)
(253) 756-0713
(253) 593-6096
M-F 9-8
Walkins welcome
Sat. 97
Reg. haircut $11.95
Sun. 10-5
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Co plaints ust be, stimulating, interesting
JASON JA1trns

Staff Writer
We are nearing that time of the
year when, out of the blue, midterms
loom up like ominous monsters and
the weight of six weeks worth of ignored reading assignments bear
-down unforgivingly. Fall break
seemed an oasis at the time—life and
prosperity in the academic desert of
your existence—but it was but a
mirage, simply one more night that
you couldn't really remember. How
do we cope with this travesty? How
do we survive, or even hope to
thrive, under these conditions?

We do exactly what I'm doing
now: we bitch.
Now, listening to others bitching,
most people can handle. I consider
myself one of these people. I can listen to others go off on professors or
students or roommates, usually because it's funny or because I'm not
actually listening. It's the way we
release anger and energy. It's what
keeps us from beating people's
heads in. In truth, it's invaluable to
our way of life. But I cannot handle
anyone who talks about how little
sleep they have or how much homework they need to do.
Nothing in the world, outside of

people telling you about last night's friends are doing with themselves,
crazy dream, is more boring than but everyone is going through the
someone telling you how they didn't same shit at school, we all have the
sleep last night, or how they've gotsame stuff to do in one way or anten six and a half
_________________ other. It's like
hours of sleep Don't tell me that you
telling someover the past
body you're
three days. Noth- pulled an a11- nighter and breathing. Of
ing.
Except
course you are.
that you're Sc 00000
maybe
for
Instead, try
people who tell tired!
telling me about
you they have
a paper in parthree papers and two tests in the next
ticular. Tell me about your William
two days. Jesus, can you think of Burroughs essay and how you're
anything less interesting?
struggling with his impossible sense
Don't get me wrong, I'm interof morality, let alone his ethics when
ested in people's lives and what my on ether. Tell me about the research

you're doing on the Thomspson
roof. I'm interested, I want to learn.
But don't tell me that you pulled an
all-nighter and that you're s000000
tired! Or that you have to write 1.56
pages an hour for the next 72 hours
to complete all your homework assignments. These things just don't
generate stimulating conversation.
We're supposed to be this advanced, intellectual, liberal arts community yet we can't seem to evolve
beyond conversations that offer no
relevant information to anyone else
in the world.
I'm sorry, I'm ranting, I haven't
slept in 489 minutes.
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The 'Pizza Cellar
Calzones. 1.'reastick..s. .Milkchakcs
ant more also ,re/a((able

756-FOOD

T5T INFO
Wsc 011

1500 N. Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416

office
(253) 756-3197

advertising
(253) 756-3278
fax
(253) 756-3645
trail@ups.edu
asups.ups.edu/-trail
Thursday night meetings at
7:00 p.m. are open to the
general public for those
who are interested.

So you're most productive between 1 and 4 am. Unfortunately, the computer lab doesn't keep the same hours. And your roommate is
giving you that "get your own" look every time you ask to borrow their PC. Well, now you don't have to worry about when or even where
you do that amazing paper or lab report.
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For only $1175, you can get a portable, reliable, refurbished
IBM ThinkPad that's fully equipped with:
A Pentium 133MHz CPU
.1.2GB hard drive
'12.1 active matrix display

• 16MB of RAM
Wind ows 95
'90-day warranty

• 4X CD-ROM
• Sound/Modem

But if an IBM ThinkPad isn't what you have in mind, we've got lots of other first-rate, refurbished IBM desktops, printers and other peripherals.
To find out more about our college special, visit our Web site at http://refurbishedpcs.financing.ibm.com or call 1 800 113M-5440.

To order your ThinkPad today, call 1 800 IBM-5440.
IBM and ThinkPad are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation and are used under license. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Pentium
is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. Lotus SmartSuite is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation Computers refurbished asing new and/or used parts. Model availability
sabiect to change. For more information on/or to receive a copy of the hnrited warranty, call number above, © 1998 IBM Credit Corporation.
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Point system needs monkey-proofing
ANNA MCCALLISTER

Staff Writer

As we approach the unsettling reality
of a real job and a real life, full of real
problems, and real responsibilities, we,
as (hopefully) educated students, should
begin to question what is real around us
now. I am beginning to understand, as
life gives me a slow kick in the head,
that much, if not all, of what I know about
myself and my circumstances is as believable as midget bowling or a second
"Babe" movie. Who pays for those talking animal absurdities anyway?
What is funny to me is what land others have and do accept blindly as truth
and reality. An example of this herd behavior is the point system at the univer sity. First off, many of us never even look
twice—or once for that matter—at how
many points a meal costs or the cash
equivalent. There is no such thing as an
equivocacy in the world of points. I have
done a little "field research" on the subject of points. That's right kids: me risking my neck for the truth again.
Here is what I did: First I bought a
monkey–just a little monkey of about
eight to ten pounds. Next, I went to GAP
Monkey and got him some little monkey Khakis and a little fleece vest to keep
his monkey torso warm, dry, and stylish. Next we got some little monkey
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Nikes, for speed and comfort. My monkey looked freakin' good. Then, what I
did was gave him my meal card and sent
him into the SUB to do a little undercover action.
Well, the naughty little spy monkey
managed to disclose some pretty interesting stuff. According to monkey
sources, there is no direct correlation between cash and points. Shocking, because the Dining and Food Services brochure you read so diligently says, "one
point equals one penny." My dear naive
child. That is an untruth once you start
putting those points in action. Here's
why, according to Dick Fritz, Director
of Dining and Conference Services.
The meal plans you buy are not directly available for spending. The meal
plan covers food preparation costs,
wages, utilities, condiments, and shrinkage (loss, damage, or theft of food) as
well as the points for food. In the SUB a
carton of milk costs 19 points or fifty
cents. In the same exact building a fruit
rollup costs 25 points and also fifty cents.
This is a six point difference where no
cash difference exists.
Let's venture into the big Diversions!
SUB drip coffee difference. In the SUB,
a regular 16 oz. drip Starbucks coffee
costs 27 points or 65 cents. In the café a
16 oz. regular drip Starbucks coffee costs
29 points or 65 cents. What is that about?

Why can't they be the same price? It's
coffee. COFFEE, FOR THE LOVE OF
GOD. Are those two extra points for the
atmosphere the café provid
music? The adorable em
ployees? Who knows?
There are a lot of little
differences in point
price. In the SUB, for
instance, you can get
vegetarian pizza for 42
points or $1.45, or you
can get sausage and pepperoni pizza for only fiv
more points or the same
price. Why the difference?
those extra points go? The
go directly to the SUB ladies for their use and pleasure. Or they should all
get monkeys as pets.
Happy monkeys, at that.
Anyway, I'm not saying that the point system
is a horrible one or anything, just that the studer
should realize what is goi
around them. Pay attention to the craziness of the world around you. Wake the
hell up and notice the blurred lines of
substance and pruvarication sometimes
disguised as a cup of coffee. And if you
see a well-dressed monkey on a search
for truth, send him home.
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The Trail is now accepting applications from UPS students for the position of
In last weeks issue of The Trail,
the Opinions Editor erroneously
stated that "Prop 200 copies Cal
prop" was the second in a three part
series reviewing WA state propositions. In fact, it was only the first,
because the proposition the week
before was an Oregon proposition.
We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.

Assistant Opinions Editor. Applications can be picked up at the Trail office in WSC
011 and are due by Wednesday, Oct. 21, 1998. For more information call 756-3661.

Julie Staton
Assistant Opinions Editor

To be announced
S
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Chris Jones
Copy Editor

Lydia Kelow
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Cartoonist

Jason Macaya
Advertising Manager

Wen Laws

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
Call the man in the picture.

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Eleven years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anybody knows more
about this test or knows how to
teach it better than I do. That's
why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should
call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly hell) sessions and 5
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar.

524-4915

Law school candidates are
invited to discuss law school
admissions with representatives
of the following law schools:
Gonzaga University College of Law
Seattle University School of Law
Willamette University College of Law
When: Tuesday, October 27
Where: Wheelock Student Center

Room 101
Time: 3:30pm to 4:30pm

Photo Editor

Kim Gugler

Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is a weekly
publication of the Associated Students of the University of Pu get
Sound. Opinions and advertisements
contained herein do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Trail staff,
ASUPS, the university or its Board
of Trustees. Articles and letters in
the Opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Editor The Trail reserves the right to
edit or refuse any letters submitted
for publication. All letters must have
a signature and phone number and
are due no later than Mondays at
noon. Letters may be sent to:
The Puget Sound Trail
University of Pu get Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416
trail@ups.edu

What kids were like in kindergarten
. and what they're I ike now.
. 0 0

* to

The kid with the mittens tied together through the sleeves of his snow suit...
.is now this girl I saw last week who was trapped in the library's new electronic
periodical shelves.
The kid who asked you to hold hismittens and then ran to the teacher to say that you
stole them...
is now student liason to the University Residence House Association.
The kid who burned ants with a magnifying glass...
is now taking "Rat Lab" as an elective.
The kid who never learned the difference between "b" and "d"...
.is now attending Pacific Lutheran University
The kid who played Connect-Four and did puzzles all day long...
is now attending Harvard University.
The kid with the brand new "Aif' lunch box and Crayola 128 pack with built-in
sharpener...
.is nearly everyone attending the University of Puget Sound.

'med ants with a magnifying glass.

The kid who pulled down his pants in the middle of the library...
...three words:AE Sperm Man.
The kid who was always looking to trade steamed broccoli for your Twinkie or would
try to lick or spit on your Twinkie so that you would give it to him...
.three words: Business Leadership Program.
The kid who helped teacher get the milk for snack time...
is now ASUPS Vice President, Fred Rundle.
The kid who was always picked last in gym...
.is now a Logger football player.

Tried to spit on your Twinkie.

The kid who liked to drink orange Triaminic...
.is now my girlfriend.
The kid who always lied about having seen last night's episode of "A-Team" to seem
cooler than everyone else...
.is now a member of any number of Greek houses.
The kid who brought soup to school in a thermos...
is now living in Langlow House.
The kid who sat quietly alone in the corner, plotting revenge
.is now yours truly.
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The Combat Zone is intcnded as a satiriLal work and as such,
has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The views and
opinions expressed by the Combat Lone do not necessarily
rei1ct those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, Rowdy Ruddy
Piper, ore University of Puget Sound..,Bt thy should.

'7' C 'Puet 5oun 'fraL

: We were the kids who ate paste.
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